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The problem considered is that of discrimination between two multivariate 
normal populations, with common dispersion structure, when the number of 
variables that can be observed is unlimited. We consider a Bayesian analysis, using 
a natural conjugate prior for the normal distribution parameters. One implication 
of this is that, with prior probability 1, the parameters will be such as to allow 
asymptotically perfect discrimination between the populations. We also find 
conditions under which this perfect discrimination will be possible, even in the 
absence of knowledge of the parameter values. c 1992 Academc Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Dawid [3] considered the problem of predicting a continuous variable 
Y on the basis of a potentially infinite number of explanatory variables, 
assuming the joint distribution to be normal. Conditions on the parameters 
under which the predictive distribution would become degenerate as the 
number of explanatory variables increased were found, and it was shown 
that the usual conjugate prior distribution assigns probability 1 to this 
event. A necessary and sufficient condition was also given for asymptoti- 
cally degenerate prediction to be possible, for the conjugate Bayesian, even 
in the absence of knowledge of the parameters. 
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The present paper extends the above programme to the problem of dis- 
crimination between two homoscedastic multivariate normal populations. 
Conjugate Bayes analysis in this problem, for a finite number of variables, 
has been considered by Geisser [S]. We develop theory for the case of 
infinitely many variables. We can again specify a “natural conjugate” form 
for the prior distribution of the normal parameters, the normal inverted 
Wishart distribution, which renders the Bayesian analysis particularly 
simple. However, since we are working in an infinite-dimensional 
parameter space, the choice of prior will not be unimportant, even when 
the data are extensive. Consequently, before automatically reaching for the 
natural conjugate prior, it is important to be aware of its implications 
and to be satisfied that these are acceptable; if they are not, then a more 
sophisticated Bayesian analysis will be required. With this end in mind, this 
paper develops some of the implications of the use of the conjugate prior, 
with particular attention to the possibilities for “asymptotically degenerate” 
discrimination, whether or not the parameters are known. 
Section 2 shows that a necessary and sufficient condition for asymp- 
totically degenerate discrimination with known parameters is that the 
Mahalanobis distance between the two normal populations be infinite. 
Section 3 introduces the natural conjugate prior and shows that it assigns 
probability 1 to the above condition. In Section 4 we take up the problem 
of discrimination when the parameters are unknown and find conditions on 
the hyper-parameters of the conjugate prior under which asymptotically 
degenerate discrimination is expected in this case also. Section 5 considers 
the use of training data, consisting of the values of all variables for a ran- 
dom sample of individuals, to learn about the unknown parameters: these 
training data are observed before classification of a new individual is 
required and are to be utilized in aiding that classification. We analyse the 
behaviour of the probabilities, for the new individual, of belonging to either 
population, conditional on the training data as well as on the explanatory 
variables for the new individual. When the training data are sufficiently 
extensive, any conjugate prior will imply asymptotically degenerate 
discrimination in this case. 
1.1. Assumptions and Notation 
Suppose that individuals each belong to one of two populations 17, and 
l7,: we introduce a binary indicator variable Y, with Y = i denoting mem- 
bership of ni. The probabilities rci= P( Y = i) (i= 1, 2) are supposed 
known. Also associated with each individual is a countable collection 
X = (Xi, X,, . ..)’ of continuous variables. These are modelled as having a 
multivariate Normal distribution within either population, with 
E(X,) Y=i)=pv (i= 1,2;j= 1, 2, . ..). 
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and 
COV(Xj,X,( Y=i)=ajk (i=l,2;j,k=l,2 ,... ). 
In particular, the dispersion structure is the same within both populations. 
We write X, for (X, , . . . . X,)‘. 
Denote by pi the infinite column vector (pi,, pi2, . ..)’ and by p the 
(2 x co) matrix ($, whose (i, j)-entry is pij. We write pi, and p,, for the 
sub-objects of these quantities obtained by restricting attention to the first 
p variables. Z will denote the (co x co) matrix with (j, k)-entry ajk 
(j, k = 1, 2, ,..) and C, its restriction to 1 6 j, k < p. 
We shall make extensive use, without further detailed description, of the 
notation and conventions for matrix distributions developed in Dawid [2]. 
The reader should be aware that these may differ from other common 
conventions; however, the use of this coherent notation is essential when 
distributions for infinite vectors and matrices are handled. 
We shall also make some use, again without further detailed description, 
of the notation for and properties of conditional independence as developed 
in Dawid [l]. 
2. KNOWN PARAMETERS 
Suppose that all parameters are known. Then for any fixed p the density 
of X, given Y is 
f(x, ( Y= i; p, Z) = (2n)-p/2 lZPl -” exp[ - $x, - pi,)’ C;‘(x, - cl,)], 
(2.1) 
which leads to the ratio of the conditional probabilities of Y = i given X, 
(when the parameters are known), 
(2.2) 
where S, = (X, - pip)’ Zp ‘(X, - ciP). 
In order to investigate the asymptotic behaviour of (2.2) as p + 00, let 
z, = zp l’Z(Xp - p ,J 
a, = zp 1/2hp - p2J 
5 = $9, = hp - p2J’ C3clp - ~~~1. 
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Then, when X arises from population n,, 
Szp - S,, = 2a; Z, + aLa, - N( A,, 41,). 
Now A,, being the Mahalanobis distance between the populations n, 
and Z7, based on X,, is non-decreasing as p increases. Hence there exists 
2, !Zf lim,, o. II,, with il, 6 co. Thus, as p -+ co, 
I 
L R2 --+ -exp 
711 
if la==. 
(2.3) 
Similarly, when X arises from population ZT2, 
fYY=w$&~) 
~~exp{N(~i-,J.~)~ 
W=Wp;P,~) 
if I,<oo (24) 
$03 if Jcc=co. 
Also, since (P( Y = i ( X, ; h, C) : p = 1, 2, . ..) is a martingale, we have 
P(Y=i(X,;p,C) 3 P(Y=ijX;p,C) as p-00, 
so that, in Eqs. (2.3) and (2.4), the left-hand side converges almost surely 
to a random variable with distribution given by the right-hand side. In par- 
ticular, when 1, = co, this limit is almost surely 0 or co, according to 
whether X arises from Lr, or IT,, whereas when 2, < co, the limit is almost 
surely finite in both populations. Thus, when the parameters (,u, Z) are 
given, the condition I, = co is necessary and sufficient for there to be 
asymptotically degenerate discrimination between the two populations. 
3. PRIOR DISTRIBUTION 
Now suppose that the parameters (p, C) are assigned a conjugate normal 
inverted Wishart distribution N9W(m, H; 6, K) (in the notation of Dawid 
[2]), where p=(:i) and rn=(zi) are (2xco), H=(h6’ ,e,), 6~0, and K 
is (cc x co ). This means that, for any p, 
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where pP = (“k), mp = (“,k), and Kp is the leading (p x p) submatrix of K 
(required to b: non-negative definite for all p). Thus 
+cW-@;Kp) (3.1) 
(equivalent, if K, is non-singular, to Z;’ - 9V(6 + p- 1; K;')), and, 
conditional on Z,, 
independently for i = 1,2. 
We shall show that this prior distribution assigns probability 1 to the 
event that the parameters (p, L’) are such as to yield Iz, = co and thus are 
such as to permit asymptotically degenerate discrimination (were they to 
be known). 
To see this, we write I, = alp + Q, + Q,, with 
a lp= C(cllp-~2pHmlp -mdl ~;‘Ch, - P*,) - hhp - mzJl 
a 2p = WI, -m2p)‘Cp’C(plp-~2p)-(m,p-m,p)l 
a 3P - -(ml, - m,,)’ C;‘(m,, - m,,). 
Then 
@3P -(ml, 
-mb)‘Ki1(mlp-m2p)Xi+p--l 
since (ml, - m,,)’ K;'(m,, - m,,) is non-decreasing with p. 
Also, given C, 
a,-N(O,4(h;'+h;')a,,) 
= O,(a$, 
so that a,,+a,,L co. 
Finally, 
We deduce that, under the given conjugate prior distribution, 5 -5 cc 
(and so z co) as p --f co, and thus we expect the parameters to be such as 
to permit asymptotically degenerate discrimination. 
683/41/l-3 
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4. DISCRIMINATION WITH UNKNOWN PARAMETERS 
We have seen that a normal inverted Wishart prior distribution for the 
parameters assigns probability 1 to the event that those parameters are 
such as to permit asymptotically degenerate discrimination between 
populations. However, this is generally of limited direct practical interest, 
since the values of the parameters remain unknown, and so cannot be used 
to perform that discrimination. An exception to this occurs, however, when 
the prior distribution attaches probability 1 to a set of parameter values 
that all lead to the same asymptotic classification rule. In this case, 
asymptotically degenerate discrimination is to be expected even in the 
absence of knowledge of the parameters. In this section we investigate the 
behaviour of the classification probabilities when the parameters remain 
unknown, but are assigned a conjugate prior distribution. In particular, we 
characterize those conjugate priors that imply asymptotically degenerate 
discrimination in this case. 
4.1. Classzyication Probabilities 
We continue to suppose that the prior distribution is .NjW(m, H; 6, K). 
Then the distribution of X given Y = i and C only is N(mi, kiL’), where 
ki = 1 + h;‘. Thus marginalizing out further over Z, we obtain an infinite 
multivariate-t distribution for X given only Y: in the notation of Dawid 
c219 
X(Y=i-mi+T(6;K,ki). 
That is, for any p, 
X,IY=i-m,+T(6;K,,k,), (4.1) 
with density 
f(x,I Y=i)=~p’kf’* JKplpl’* [k,+(x,-mip)‘K;‘(x,-m,p)]-‘6+p)‘2, 
(4.2) 
where rcP = K~‘~ZJ~~))/~(~(B + p)) (cf. Dickey [4, Eq. (3.2)]). Thus 
P(Y=21Xp)=P(Y=2)f(Xp( Y=2) 
P(Y= 1 IX,) P(Y= l)f(X,l Y= 1) 
n2k;“(k2 + S2p)-(6+p”2 
= ,&/*(k, + Slp)-(6+P)/2’ (4.3) 
where now S, = (X, - m,)’ K; ‘(X, -m,). 
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4.2. Expected Behaviour of Classification Probabilities 
We shall now investigate the asymptotic behaviour of (4.3), conditional 
on Y = 1, but unconditional with respect to the parameters. In this case we 
have X N m, + T(6; K, k,), which admits the synthetic representation 
X = m + k1i2A’i2DZ, 1 1 (4.4) 
where Z-N(0, I,) and /i-l -x26, independently, and D is an infinite 
lower triangular matrix such that DD’= K. 
Working now from (4.4), define 
and 
T=k-‘/2D-1(X-,,)=/11/2Z 1 
A = k;‘/*D-‘(m, -m2). 
Then Sl,/p = k2TbT,/p = kl V+l, where V, = ZbZ,/p 2 1. Hence, as 
p -+ co, S,,/p + kin (this relation may be regarded as identifying /1 in 
(4.4) as a function of X). 
Also, S, = kl(T, -t- AJ’ (T, + A,,). So 
k, + MT, + Ap)’ (T, + AP) 
kl(l+ T;Tp) 
w (Tp + Ap)’ (T, + AP) 
VP 
= 1+ UplP, (4.5) 
where 
u = 2A;T, -I- A;A, _ 
P 
TbT,lp 
- (~L~-“~A;,Z~+ A-‘A;A,)/V,. (4.6) 
Now define yp=(mlp-mzp)’ K~1(m,p-m2p)=k,Aj,Ap. Then yp is non- 
decreasing in p and thus tends to a limit ya, < co. Then, conditionally on ,4, 
up” WM)-’ ym, W,~)-’ Y,) if yco<oo; 
(4.7) 
u,J+ co if ym=co. 
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From (4.3), (4.5), and (4.7), we thus have the following representation of 
the asymptotic behaviour of P( Y = 2 ( X,)/P( Y = 11 X,) as p --f cx: : 
exp Sz if y,<oo 
(4.8 1 
if y==~o, 
where ki= 1 + h,:’ and the distribution of 52 is the mixture, over the 
distribution (xi)-’ for A, of N(-+(k,A)-’ yw, (k,A)-’ y,). Further, the 
left-hand side of (4.8) converges almost surely, to a random variable whose 
distribution is represented by the right-hand side. 
The above analysis is all conditional on Y= 1; a parallel result holds 
given Y = 2. In particular, we see that a necessary and suflicient condition 
for asymptotically degenerate discrimination between the two populations 
in the absence of knowledge of the parameters is that y, = co. (More 
precisely, this is the condition under which, according to the prior distribu- 
tion being used, such discrimination is to be expected, with probability 1. 
This expectation could, however, be confounded by the data, if it in fact 
turned out that the posterior odds (4.8) did not converge to 0 or co. In this 
case the inference must be that either the sampling model or the prior 
assumptions have been discredited.) 
5. TRAINING DATA 
Suppose that we have observed the values of Y and all the x’s for a 
random sample of n individuals, yielding the training data 
((Y;, x , l, xi2, . ..). i = 1, . . . . n). 
Let y” denote the vector (vi, i= 1, . . . . n), and -9 the semi-infinite matrix 
(x,, i= 1, . . . . n; j= 1, 2, . ..). 
We are now presented with a further individual, on which we observe the 
values xp” = (x7, ,.., xz)’ of the first p x’s. We wish to make inference about 
the value of Y” for this new individual, on the basis of all the data 
(y”, x”, xi). For this we require the predictive distribution (not conditioned 
on the parameters) of Y” given (y”, xn, xs). In this section we shall 
investigate this predictive distribution. 
We have already shown in Section 3 that, under the conjugate prior 
considered there, 1, = cc with probability 1. From this it readily follows 
that the overall distribution must attach probability 1 to the event that 
the training data (Y”, x”) will be such that, in the posterior distribution 
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of the parameters given (Y”, Xn), with probability 1 we shall have 
1, = cc (and thus with probability 1 the parameters will be such as 
to support asymptotically degenerate discrimination, were they to be 
known). Similarly, under the further condition yrn = CO, we shall attach 
probability 1 to the event that the predictive distribution of ( Y”, X0) given 
(Y”, Xn) will be such as to allow asymptotically (as p -+ co) almost sure 
identification of Y” on the basis of Xl, even when the parameters are 
unknown. 
5.1. Irrelevance of Unobserved Variables 
We now investigate more fully the nature and properties of the predictive 
distribution of Y” given (y”, xn, xj). First, we show that it is enough to 
condition on (y”, x;, x;), where xi = (x,: i = 1, . . . . n; j= 1, . . . . p), so that 
there is no useful information in the values in the training data of variables 
that have not been observed on the new individual for whom prediction is 
required. 
We need the following result on conditional independence in the normal 
inverted Wishart distribution. 
LEMMA 1. Suppose 
c (4 x 4) - 9”lf-(6, K) 
and that, conditional on C, 
p (a x q) N M + N(ZZ, C). 
Partition ,u, Z; and M as 
P=bL, P+) a 
P 4-P 
‘=(zip f::) :-, 
P 4-P 
M=(M, M,) a. 
P 4-P 
Define 
a=l*+ -P,B 
c ++ .p =c,, - ‘LJ,‘&. 
Then (a, j?, C + + .p) 1 (/+ Z,). 
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Proof: Since pp I .Z N Mp + M( H, Z,), we have 
I*p lt (A c++ ..)Iq7. 
Also, by Lemma 2 of Dawid [3], we have 
From (5.l)and (5.2) we obtain 
(cl,, q, 1 (BP c+ + .p). 
Also, since 
we have 
whence we see that 
au. ~~,Jp)I(PJ++.,). 
The result now follows from (5.3) and (5.4). 1 
(5.1) 
(5.2) 
(5.3) 
(5.4) 
PROPOSITION 1. For all q > p, 
P(Y”=ilx;,y”,x”,)=P(Yo=ilx;,y”,x;). 
ProoJ: Let x”, = (x,: i = 1, . . . . n; j = p + 1, . . . . q). Then 
P(Y”=i~x,O,y”,x~)=P(Yo=i~x,O,y”,x~,x~) 
=E[P(YO=i(x~;~,,C,)Jx~,y”,x~,x:)l. 
The result will therefore follow if we can show that 
(P,, q lt r.$ I cxg, Y”, q,. (5.5) 
Now it may be seen that we dan factorise the joint data density in the 
form 
f(x,o, Y”, x;, x”, lPq, KJ 
=f(x,D, Y", xp"lpp, qf(x", IY". x;; a, B, z++ .J. (5.6) 
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Applying Bayes’ theorem, and using (5.6) and Lemma 1, we obtain the 
posterior density factorisation 
4Pp z:,, a, 8, c+ + .plx;, Y”, $9 x”,) 
= 7c(pLp, z’, I xi, y”, x;, 4% p, 2, + ‘p 1 x;, y”, x;, x”, ), 
from which the result follows. 1 
Letting q --) cc in Proposition 1, we see that 
Thus, if we have observed only the values x; of a set of p predictor 
variables for our new case, then the only aspects of the training data that 
are relevant to the prediction of Y” for this case are the responses y” and 
the values x; of the same p predictor variables in the training data. 
5.2. Predictive Distribution 
We now investigate the distribution, for the new case, of Y” given X; 
and the training data. As in the unconditional analysis of Section 4, we 
proceed by applying Bayes’ theorem to the distribution of XI given Y”. 
Without loss of generality, we suppose that the cases in the training data 
set have been ordered so that the n, cases with yi = 1 precede the n2 cases 
with yi = 2. 
Given Y” = 1, y”, and the parameters, we have the sampling distribution 
X0’ ( ) x” -O+J1T(~,+1,~), 
where 
(5.7) 
with vr = n, + 1, v2 = n,. 
If we now marginalize over the .Af9W(m, H; 6, K) prior distribution of 
the parameters, we obtain the distribution conditional only on Y” = 1 
and y”, 
where 
- Tm + T(6; Q, K), (5.8) 
(5.9) 
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(1+/z:‘) ... 
i : 
hi ’ 
Qi (Vi x Vi) = . . 
: 1. h,i ..: (1 +h;-1) 
(5.10) 
By Lemma 4 of Dawid [3 J we have that, conditional on Y*= 1, y”, 
and x”, 
X0’ - rn; + Qo,,Q;el(x* - f,,m) 
f T(d+n; Q,.,, KS (x”-~,,m)‘Q,‘(x”-r,,m)), (5.11) 
where we have used the partitions 
and 
In particular, r, and Qnn are given by Eqs. (5.7), (5.9), and (5.10), with n, 
and n, in place of v, and v2. 
Simplifying (5.11) and the parallel result for Y* = 2, we obtain 
X0 1 (Y* = i, x”, y”) - m*(x”) + T(6*; K*(Y), k:), (5.12) 
where mT(x”) = (nix: + h,m,)/(h, +ni) (27 being the average of the 
X-vectors associated with those training cases for which Y = i), 6* = 6 + n, 
K*(x”)=K+(x”-rT,rn)‘Q,l(x”-rT,rn), and k:= l+(hi+ni)-l. (All 
these quantities also depend on y”, but as we shall only be considering 
behaviour conditional on fixed y” we omit this from the notation). 
Restricting (5.12) to the first p predictor variables yields 
X:1 (Y* = i, x”, y”) - m$(x”) + T(S*; K,*(x”), k?), 
with m$(x”) the initial p-segment of m:(x”) and 
Kp*(x”) = K, + (x; - mm,)’ Q,l(x; - r,m,). 
(5.13) 
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In particular, we note the dependence on x” through x; alone. This 
property will thus also hold for the predictive odds 
P(YO=2(X~,x”,y”)=P(Y~=2)f(X~I Y0=2,x”,yfl) 
P(Yo=l(x;,x”,y”) P(YO=l)f(X~IYO=l,x”,y”)’ 
(5.14) 
in agreement with Section 5.1. 
Comparing (5.13) with (4.1), we see from (4.8) that the limiting 
behaviour, as p + co, of the predictive odds (5.14) is determined by 
y*,(x”) = lim,, m y,*(x”), where 
y,*(x”) ‘2’ (m&(x”) - mz*p(x”))’ Kp*(x”)-l (m$(x”) - m&(x”)). 
The arguments at the beginning of this section demonstrate that, if 
ya = co, then y%(r) = cc with probability 1 (unconditionally and hence 
also conditionally on y”): this may also be verified by direct calculation. 
We now investigate the behaviour of y*,(P) (conditionally on y”) when 
Ym<W* 
Define UP = Q,“‘(XJ: - T,,m,) K; I’*, where we take the symmetric 
square roots. From (5.8) we obtain UP- T(6; I,, I,). Let 
c= 
(  
PI + %-’ I,, 
-(h2+n2)r1 l,, )> a=(l). 
Then we can express 
yp*(X”)=(U~Q~~C+K~1~2m~a)‘(Z,+U~U,)~’(U~Q~~2C+K~1~2m~a) 
= C’Q;;*U,(I, + U;U,)-’ U;Q;L*C 
+2a’m,K;‘~*(I,f U~U,)-’ UkQf,$T 
+ a’m, K; I’*( I, + Ul, UP) - ’ K; ‘/*rn; a 
= J1 + J2 + J,, say. (5.15) 
Since ZP - (I,, + U; UP) - ’ and Z, - U,(Z, + Ub UP) -I Ub are non-negative 
definite, we have J, < C’Q,,C= nrh;‘(n, + hi)-’ + n,h;‘(n, + h2)-r, and 
J3 < ym. Also, by Cauchy-Schwartz, 1 Jd21< ( J1 J#*, whence 
(J;/’ -J;‘*)* < y,*(X”) < (.T;/‘+ J;‘*)*. (5.16) 
Hence y,*(P) < ((y,)‘j2 + (C’QnnC)“*)’ < co. In particular, since y,*(V) is 
increasing with p, y*,(x”) = lim, _ oD yp*(X”) exists and is finite. 
We now determine the behaviour of y%(r) through a closer analysis of 
the behaviour of y;(P) as p + co. Consider first J,. Applying Theorem 4 
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of Dawid [Z] to U,UA, which has the matrix F-distribution F(p, 6; Z,), we 
obtain (I, + U,Uh)-’ 
z,-(Z,+ up;,- 
- B(d+n- 1, p; I,,), so that U,(I,,+ ~!J~.!ll,,~ ’ U;= 
- B(p, 6 + n - 1; I,). As p -+ m, this distribution 
becomes concentrated at Z,. Hence .Z, * C’Q,, C. 
Similarly, we find J3 - B(6 + p - 1, n; y,), so that J3 -% yz. 
Now consider 
J2=2C’Q~~2[Zn- U,U~(Z,,+ U,Uj,-‘1 UpK;“‘(m, -m2). 
We have 
Also, 
UPK;1’2@l - m2) - T(& I,, Y,) 2 Zl& I,,, Y,) 
and is thus bounded in probability. We deduce that J, -% 0, and hence, 
finally, that 
y:(X”) g y, + C’Q,,C 
= ym+n*hr’(nl+hl)-l+n,h;‘(n2+h2)-‘. (5.17) 
Comparing with (4.8), we have thus shown that, if ym < co, then with 
probability 1 under the distribution of (X0, P) given y” and Y”= 1, the 
predictive odds 
P(Yo=2jx;,x”,y”) 
P( Y0 = 1 ix;, x”, y”) 
converges almost surely, as p + cc, to a limit 
mixture of 
(5.18) 
whose distribution is the 
~(~)b*‘2exp{N(-f(k~~*)-‘g~,(k~~*))’p:)j (5.19) 
over the distribution (x$)-r for A*, where6*=6+n,k,+=1+(ni+hi)-I, 
and yz= y,+h;‘+h;‘-(h,+n,)~‘-(h,+n,)-‘. Again, a parallel 
result holds if we consider the behaviour of the predictive odds (5.18) 
conditional on y” and Y” = 2. 
We can remove the conditioning on y” by further mixing over the 
binomial distribution s(n; rrr) for nI = n -n,. We thus obtain the overall 
asymptotic distribution, as p + co, of the predictive odds (5.18) under 
either hypotheses Y” = 1 or Y” = 2. Since (for ym < cc) this is almost surely 
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finite in either case, we shall not be in a position to perform asymptotically 
degenerate classification as we observe more and more variables on our 
new case. 
5.3. Extensive Training Data 
As the training data accumulate, so we expect to learn the parameters 
(p, C) more and more accurately. As shown in Section 3, we believe that, 
were the parameters to be known exactly, then asymptotically, as the 
number of variables observed tends to infinity, perfect classification would 
be possible. To what extent does this result continue to hold when we have 
to learn the parameters from data? 
The question concerns the behaviour of the repeated limit 
. P(Y0=2(X$ A?, Y”) 
k!! p!n&YO=lIx;,x”,Y”). 
(5.20) 
Examining the behaviour of (5.19) as n + co, noting that xz+, L co, we 
find that, in probability, (5.20) is infinite if Y” = 2 and zero if Y” = 1. 
An alternative argument, which shows these limits to be almost sure, 
is as follows. Since, under any distribution for (X0, x”, Y”), P( Y” = 
i) Xi, x”, Y”) forms a two-parameter martingale (with partial order 4 
given by (n, p)< (n’, p’) if both n <n’ and p< p’), it follows that, with 
probability 1, this repeated limit is the same as the double limit as (n, p) -+ 
(co, co) or the alternative repeated limit lim, _ co lim, _ m. 
Now, since the parameters (cl,, Z’,) are consistently estimable from 
extensive training data, as n --f cc 
From the analysis of Section 3, we know that the almost sure limit of this 
as p --f co will be infinity if Y” = 2 and 0 if Y” = 1. It follows that this is also 
the almost sure behaviour of (5.20). 
6. DISCUSSION 
It is important to distinguish our opinions about the world from its 
behaviour, which is in no way constrained by them. Even though prior 
assumptions may imply almost sure asymptotically perfect discrimination, 
this expectation may turn out to be thwarted. Indeed, in many contexts it 
would, even before obtaining any data, be unreasonable to believe that 
knowledge of all the explanatory variables would be sufficient to determine 
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population membership precisely. In such a case, the above analysis should 
be taken as warning against the use of a conjugate prior. If such a prior is 
nevertheless to be used, it would seem particularly unwise to choose one 
for which ym = co, since this corresponds to a belief that population is 
determined in an a priori known way by the explanatory variables. It is 
diflicult to conceive of a realistic problem where this belief would not be 
ridiculous. 
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